Retirement income options

In the second of this two-part series, Ray Prince sheds some light on annuity alternatives when it comes to generating money for your retirement.

If you really hate the idea of buying an annuity, there are ways of delaying purchase in the hope rates will improve or, in the event of you suffering ill health, that you will get enhanced rates later on.

Unsecured pensions

Unsecured pensions (also known as income drawdown or pension fund withdrawal) are a popular alternative to buying annuities. They allow you to draw an income directly from your pension fund while the fund remains invested.

The maximum level of income you can draw is about 120 per cent of the level lifetime annuity payable to a single person of your age and sex; the minimum is zero. You can use your remaining fund to buy a lifetime annuity at any time.

Anyone in a stakeholder or personal pension scheme can use an unsecured pension, apart from those with very small funds.

Staggered vesting

Similar to an unsecured pension, staggered vesting (also known as phased retirement) is a way of drawing an income from your pension fund while delaying the purchase of an annuity.

With this, most personal pensions are set up as 1,000 segments. Staggered vesting allows you to take benefits from segments in stages over a number of years. Each time you draw on a segment, a tax-free lump sum of 25 per cent can be taken and the balance used to buy an annuity. The remaining funds stay invested, and hopefully will grow to beat inflation.

This can be a useful financial planning tool if, for example, you want to ease back gradually on work and start to replace your earnings with pension income. The danger is that taking withdrawals may erode the
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Now could be a good time to consider your financial options.
capital value of your fund and result in a lower income in the future.

With both these routes you need to pick a careful investment strategy for the underlying pension fund. Those who are over-cautious might not achieve enough growth to maintain their income. Equities probably need to play some part in your portfolio.

One investment company, Fidelity, recently launched a retirement income fund that defies the conventional wisdom that a retired person should hold fixed income and cash, maintaining a solid exposure to shares, property securities and commodities, typically at 50 per cent. Fidelity believes this continued investment in equities is necessary to combat the corrosive effect of inflation over the far longer retirement periods enjoyed by people today.

Fidelity’s research indicates that by keeping nearly a third of the portfolio invested in shares, property securities and commodities, with the balance in fixed income and cash, a fund can produce a reasonable, stable income while still allowing the underlying assets to keep pace with inflation in the long run.

Taking the middle way

A new concept in retirement income has recently arrived in the UK from the US. Guaranteed drawdown plans from the Hartford are now available to UK pensioners. While annuities offer protected income with little growth potential, and full drawdown offers opportunity for investment growth with no protection, the Hartford’s ‘third way’ product combines growth potential with the security of guaranteed income.

The Hartford’s Guaranteed Retirement Plan allows you to secure ‘lock in’ an ongoing level of retirement income. This guaranteed income has the potential to increase if the underlying pension fund investments perform well. The level of each step-up is determined by how much the fund increases over its previous highest anniversary level, up to a maximum of 10 per cent a year. If the underlying funds fall, the level of your guaranteed income is not reduced.

When I’m 74...

Under current Government rules, you are compelled to buy an annuity or transfer to an alternately secured pension at age 75.

It might not be the right time for you, but you have to make a decision even if annuity rates are not good or you still don’t need the income. At 74, then, you should be consulting a financial adviser in preparation.

An alternatively secured pension is similar to an unsecured pension, but the maximum income allowed is lower, being 90 per cent of the annuity you can buy at age 75. The minimum income is 65 per cent of the same annuity.

But if you think this will be a handy way to pass on your pension wealth to your heirs, you are wrong.

The Government has backtracked on its original plans for alternatively secured pensions and slapped a huge penalty tax of 70 per cent of the fund on anyone trying to do this.

As a result, alternatively secured pensions have lost their attractions.

Key points
• Shop around the open market
• Take advantage of enhanced rates if you qualify
• Use tax-free cash to generate extra income
• Ignore inflation at your peril
• If comfortable with risk, try investment-linked options or drawdown/phased retirement
Try and defer taking your NHS pension to age 60, otherwise there will be an early retirement to pay (consider using other assets / funds to generate an income between retirement and age 60).

Seriously consider if you need to take the pension income now, as deferring the decision to purchase an annuity, for example, could mean you will get a higher income in the future (and the whole fund will remain in your estate to pass on to your beneficiaries).

Take action
As you have read in parts 1 and 2, the ‘at retirement’ pensions landscape can be quite complex. While we have discussed the options that you have, bear in mind that there are a number of pension providers within each option. So not only do you have to choose the right pension route, but you also need to make sure you research who the best provider is at that time.

‘Deferring your decision to purchase an annuity now could mean a higher income in the future’

While many feel comfortable buying certain financial products on their own, you’d no doubt agree that this is one area that should not be left to chance.

If you are within five years of thinking about taking the benefits from a personal pension fund, now could be a good time to consider what options are available to you and to start educating yourself so that when the time does arrive you’ll be in a position to act with greater confidence.

Please note:
- There is no guarantee that your income will be as high as that offered under an annuity.
- Your fund may not achieve the required level of growth to maintain income levels at the same level as those which could be achieved under an annuity. This is because income payments are technically withdrawals of pension fund capital and will erode the value of your fund if investment returns are not sufficient to make up both the income withdrawals and the charges under the plan. This could result in a lower income at future 5-yearly reviews or when an annuity is eventually taken. This is particularly true if a high level of income is taken.
- Annuity rates may be at a worse level when annuity purchase takes place.
- Annuity providers make a profit from the fact that some individuals die sooner than is expected. They utilise some of this mortality profit to enhance current annuity rates. By delaying the purchase of your annuity, the benefit of this potential profit, which may be significant, may be lost. This is especially true the longer you defer the purchase of an annuity.
- Your fund will be subject to a further charge against the lifetime allowance when you eventually move to either secured or alternatively secured pension. This will effectively add the growth in your fund to the amount you have already crystallised, with a possible tax charge as a result.
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Free audio CD
To learn more about your retirement planning options, you can request a free copy of one of Rutherford Wilkinson’s Audio CDs: ‘How To Avoid The 3 Most Common Retirement Planning Mistakes’. Just call Catherine Lowes on 0191 217 5540 and a copy will be posted to you (please quote ref: DT).
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